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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

CROATIA
We cannot forget the ugly scenes that came out of the Euro 2016 when the Croatian
fans threw flairs and pyrotechnics onto the pitch. This exemplifies the in-fighting in
Croatian football where some fans hate the federation apart from the political
aspect of it. The team is eventually caught in between but they stick together to
fight nail and tooth for themselves. This situation does not help when heading into
the World Cup.  

Croatia has been the team with the best jerseys for the longest time before Nigeria
overtook them this year. Their midfield is obviously something to envy for many
teams but the rest is either fair or average. The team is filled with experienced
players representing clubs like Barcelona, Atletico Madrid, Real Madrid, Inter Milan,
Juventus, AC Milan, Napoli, Bayer Leverkusen, Everton, Liverpool etc. It is now or
never for this ageing team. 

TEAM CAPTAIN LUKA MODRIC 

CAPTAIN: Luka Modric (Midfielder), Real Madrid 

The Croatian genius was recently handed the Number 10 jersey by Real
Madrid in honor of his stellar performances since joining the club from
Tottenham. Only a few believed in his abilities after his disappointing
debut season under Jose Mourinho but he proved that he can play an
integral part in that dynamic midfield. Modric recently won his 4th UEFA
Champions League trophy to cap off a decent season for the midfield
maestro. He will be trusted to run the show in the middle of the park
preferably next to Ivan Rakitic who plays for Barcelona and also won the La
Liga crown this season. Coach Zlatko will have to make sure he assigns the
right role to the short architect because he can literally do anything from
protecting the back, distributing passes and creating chances for the
strikers to score.  

COACH: Zlatko Dalic 

The Croatian football manager
is proud of the current crop of
talent in his nation. He has a
team that is capable of
competing with the best teams
in the world. Dalic has been
successful in club management
before taking over as the
Croatian boss in 2017. He also
spoke about performing due
diligence on ‘unknown’ Nigeria 
  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 13th (8 as Yugoslavia) 

Best World Cup finish: 3rd place (1930 as Yugoslavia, 1998) 

2014 finish: Group stage (1-0-2) 

Qualifying: Finished 2nd in Group I behind Iceland, beat Greece in the playoffs  

Schedule: Nigeria (Saturday, June 16, 3 p.m. EST), Argentina (Thursday, June 21, 2 p.m. EST), Iceland
(Tuesday, June 26, 2 p.m. EST) 

because they were the first in their qualifiers without a defeat. That’s all we have
on Zlatko Dalic. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D 

X-Factor:  Mario Mandzukic
(Forward), Juventus 

It could have easily been Modric,
Rakitic or anyone else in this
team. However, Mario has been a
consistent performer on the
biggest stages in football. He
used to the lead the frontline for
Bayern Munich before moving to
Juventus where he is used in a
wide role. Nonetheless, he
scored 10 goals and provided 3
assists. Not good enough, you  

Top U23 Player: Duje Caleta-
Car (Defender), RB Salzburg 

RB Salzburg defender Caleta-
Car is a promising player at the
age of 21 years. Three years
ago, the newcomer that was
buzzing in everyone’s ear was
Tin Jedvaj but the young
defender has been eclipsed by
Caleta-Car who is based in
Austria. His team had a decent
UEFA Europa League
campaign that was ended by  

How will they play?
It is pretty much
predictable. Their
midfield is their strongest
point which means that a
lot of the ball with be
played among the
Spanish based players i.e.
Modric, Rakitic and  

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Danijel Subasic; Sime Vrsaljko, Demagoj Vida,
Dejan Lovren, Ivan Strinic; Marcelo Brozovic, Ivan Rakitic, Luka Modric;
Ivan Perisic, Nikola Kalinic, Mario Mandzukic. 

The midfield is packed. There are also very great options on the bench
like Milan Badelj who can come on for Kovacic. One person who is
capable of pushing for a start is Andrej Kramaric who can play up front or
as a second striker.     

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Probably the last chance that their golden generation
have to shine at the biggest individual sporting event.   

Why root against them?: There is no defined identity which results in poor
outings.  

If you’re going to watch one game …It has to be against Argentina on the
21st of June because it will be a clash of teams with quality players.   

might think. Do not be fooled by those numbers. Mario Mandzukic can and will score
goals if he plays as the main man up top especially ahead of the creative midfielders
of Rakitic, Modric and Perisic’s qualities. Watch out for the big man!  

Kovacic if he starts. They also have a very efficient winger in Ivan Perisic who is
capable of creating goals and scoring himself. Up top, Mandzukic will see a lot of
chances thanks to the creative players behind him who are capable of threading
the ball through the hole of a needle. This is quite unpredictable considering that
the man who led them to qualification for the 2018 FIFA World Cup resigned in
2017. The current coach has not had many  

Marseille in the semifinals. The player was influential throughout the season
playing 49 games in total. He scored 2 and turned provider on 2 occasions on
top of his defensive duties. The player is already looking like a future captain
of the Croatian team. If Lovren picks up a knock or goes out of form, the
young player will be more than ready to step into that defense alongside
veteran Vida at the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

ARGENTINA
It is of no doubt that the Argentina national team is full of talent and potential. They
have managed to make it to the finals of the 2014 FIFA World Cup as well as the
Copa America on two consecutive occasions. It is disappointing that they lost all
three finals and to date, they have not tasted international glory forever. While the
odds are on them to qualify to the next round, it is worth mentioning that they have
been poor of late and almost lost their place at this year’s tournament in Russia.
Their big names are in the final third which leaves gaps in every other position
behind them. This might be the last time that Lionel Messi will fight for the cup
considering that he is now heading into the 30s.  

Diego Maradona is a legend of the country that is often compared to Lionel Messi.
He managed to lift the World Cup trophy and this is something that makes him
stand apart from Messi.  

TEAM CAPTAIN LIONEL MESSI

CAPTAIN: Lionel Messi (Forward), Barcelona 

The Barcelona forward is the leader of the Argentina national team. The 30-
year old has experience at the highest level having played for Barcelona
only in his whole career thus far. He has won almost everything there is to
win as he shared a dressing room with some of the best talents in the
world. His humility makes him a fan favorite and this ability allows his team
to follow what he says. Messi lost the final to Germany in 2014 which left
him heartbroken. He retired from national duties shortly after but was
begged by his teammates and the President of the country before
reconsidering. His influence on the pitch is unquestionable.   

COACH:  Jorge Sampaoli 

The Argentine football
manager has experience at this
level having coached the Chile
national team and leading
them to their first Copa
America title in 2015. He is
popular for his attacking style
of play which requires a lot of
intensity in pressing from all 11
players on the field. He also
had a successful period as a  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 17th 

Best World Cup finish: Champion (1978, 1986) 

2014 finish: Lost in the final to Germany 

Qualifying: Finished 3rd in South America  

Schedule: Iceland (Saturday, June 16, 10 a.m. EST), Croatia (Thursday, June 21, 2 p.m. EST), Nigeria
(Tuesday, June 26, 2 p.m. EST) 

club coach at Sevilla who famously ended Real Madrid’s 40-game unbeaten run.
He faces a tough task to lead Argentina to the final once more and eventually
win this time around after the country lost to Germany in the previous FIFA
World Cup.  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

X-Factor:Lionel Messi (Forward),
Barcelona 

Arguably the greatest player of
all time, Lionel Messi is still yet to
lift football’s most prized asset.
The Barcelona forward is not as
energetic and fast as he used to
be but he is still deadly when in
possession of the ball. He makes
killer passes when he drops deep
in midfield while also taking on
defenders at every opportunity
he gets. His goal scoring abilities 

Top U23 Player: Giovani Lo
Celso (Midfielder), Paris Saint-
Germain 

The 22-year old attacking
midfielder is a real gem. He
currently plays for PSG in
France and has been influential
whenever he was called upon.
Giovani Lo Celso has already
played against teams like Real
Madrid in the UEFA Champions
League this season to prove
that he has the experience and 

How will they play?

Sampaoli usually plays
either the 4-2-3-1 or 3-5-2
formations. He believes in
playing with intensity and
will face a challenge in
asking Messi to do the
same considering that the 

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Franco Armani; Gabriel Mercado, Nicolas
Otamendi, Federico Fazio, Nicolas Tagliafico; Lucas Biglia, Ever Banega;
Angel Di Maria, Lionel Messi, Manuel Lanzini; Sergio Aguero. 

There are a few names that are guaranteed of a starting spot that includes
the captain Lionel Messi, Nicolas Otamendi and Angelo Di Maria.  

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Messi. Messi. Messi.  

Why root against them?: They have too many talented players but have
failed to deliver in the past. 

If you’re going to watch one game … Um…maybe against Nigeria. That
African team is very stubborn.    

are unquestionable having already scored 50 goals in 57 appearances so far
across all competitions. The Argentina national team will be praying on Messi to
remain fit and do what he does best on the final end of the pitch and help them
reach the final.   

player is not as fast and energetic as he was before. It is guaranteed that this
team will not play like his old Chile team from a couple of years back but they
will compete. With Messi, they are guaranteed to wow their fans. Brace yourself
for this tournament.  

is ready to contribute to his national team. He scored 5 goals and provided 4
assists this season which is not a bad return for a player used more as a
substitute or when other players were being rested. He only managed 19
starts all season which means that he is fit to play in the tournament and can
replace Banega who is currently facing fitness issues.  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

NIGERIA
The Nigerian team was a formidable force in the qualification rounds as they were
the first team to secure a seat in Russia to represent the continent of Africa. This will
be their sixth appearance on the grandest stage of football. In the past, they had
failed to go past the Round of 16 even when they had a strong team that won the
1996 Olympic Gold. This time around, they have the youngest squad in the
tournament with so much potential but less of the experience.  

Nigeria has had some fair share of controversy with their football federation
refusing to pay player bonuses in the past. It happened in the 1994 World Cup,
where the players stayed up in protest the night before their 4-1 round of 16
humiliation by Denmark.  TEAM CAPTAIN MIKEL OBI

CAPTAIN: John Obi Mikel (Midfielder), Tianjin TEDA 

Who doesn’t know Obi Mikel? The former Chelsea midfielder brought to
Chelsea by Jose Mourinho. He was tasked to extinguish any threats in the
midfield. He had a quite successful career at the London club before he left
for China. At 31 years of age, he has seen it all. Obi is an experienced
professional who has been leading the Nigerian national team for quite
some time now. His absence has always been felt whenever he was absent
from the national team. He will be expected to dictate play for Nigeria at
the FIFA World Cup unlike his previous role at Chelsea. Mikel’s passing
abilities are a joy to watch, and the team will be relying on him to lead by
example and make that killer pass in the final third that can be latched
onto by Moses, Ighalo, Iheanacho, Iwobi or anyone else.   
  

COACH: Gernot Rohr 

The German coach will be
managing Nigeria in the
upcoming competition. The
technical adviser to the
Nigerian Football Federation
has been successful in club
management before his role
with the African team back in
2012. Two years later, he
resigned from this position
before swapping places for 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 6th 

Best World Cup finish: Round of 16 (1994, 1998, 2014) 

2014 finish: Eliminated by France in the round of 16 

Qualifying: Topped Group B in Africa ahead of Zambia, Cameroon, and Algeria 

Schedule: Croatia (Saturday, June 16, 3 p.m. EST), Iceland (Friday, June 22, 11 a.m. EST), Argentina
(Tuesday, June 26, 2 p.m. EST) 

 Burkina Faso. That was not a successful period in his career which led to the
sack. He returned to the Nigerian team in 2016 and has been building his side
ever since. Gernot Rohr will be hoping for a fairytale campaign in 2018 and
lead Nigeria to their first-ever quarterfinals appearance. Will that be a stretch
for this relatively inexperienced team? 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

X-Factor: Alex Iwobi (Midfielder),
Arsenal 

Popularly known as Alex Iwobi, the
creative midfielder plays for
Arsenal. He is the nephew of African
Legend Jay-Jay Okocha. This
explains his trickery that he
unleashes under tight situations.
The 22-year old recently scored a
goal in Nigeria’s friendly against
England where they lost 2-1 in the
Wembley Stadium. The player’s
promising start to life in the first  

Top U23 Player: Wilfred Ndidi
(Midfielder), Leicester 

The young defensive midfielder
will be tasked to protect the
back four in the upcoming
tournament. His duties in the
team are apparent and will be
expected to play a significant
role just as much as he did in
the English Premier League.
Ndidi, finished the 2017/18
season as the best tackler in the
league with 206 more than any 

How will they play?
Mikel will be conducting
the attack in front of two
holding midfielders. They
will be dangerous on the
break with the number of
pacey forwards they have
on their team. They are
most likely going to be a 

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-3-3): Ikechukwu Ezenwa; Shehu Abdullahi, William
Troost-Ekong, Leon Balogun, Elderson Echiejile; Wilfred Ndidi, Ogenyi
Onazi, John Obi Mikel; Victor Moses, Odion Ighalo, Alex Iwobi. 

Joel Obi can come on and play in place of Onazi or Ndidi if either of them
is not fit. The Nigerian coach has also tried Kelechi Iheanacho as a second
striker behind Ighalo. The player can play there or up top in place of
Ighalo. In the case of Echiejile, he is just one of three players in contention
for that starting spot as a left-back.     

Breakdown
Why root for them?: They are fun. With another one of the Okocha bloodline
who will surely entertain with layoffs and stepovers.   

Why root against them?: They have not yet lived up to expectations in this
tournament.  
  
If you’re going to watch one game…obviously…against Argentina on the
26th of June. 

other player. He is the best at what he does in the most competitive league,
surely, he will be ready to deal with any threats when it enters his zone. The
21-year old has a bright future ahead of him, and it will not be long if the top
dogs come calling for his services. The 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia will be an
excellent opportunity to show that he is the best and is consistent.  

team fold meant that the club had to sacrifice a long-serving player, Theo Walcott,
to allow him to continue with his development at Arsenal. He grew up through the
ranks at Arsenal playing different positions up front as well as in midfield. His
versatility is something that the Nigerian manager, Gernot Rohr, will be looking to
take advantage of when they face teams like Argentina and Croatia in Group D.  

counter-attacking team as they are capable of more than hurling numbers
forward whenever an opportunity arises.  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

ICELAND
Iceland is the smallest country to have ever qualified for a FIFA World Cup
tournament. This is their first-ever appearance at the most prominent individual
sporting competition in the world. Less 350,000 is their population, and they will be
rooting for their team just like they did in their first ever UEFA European
Championship appearance in 2016. They stunned England as they reached the
quarterfinals and that was thanks to their style of play. 

Iceland is apt. They have a well-organized and spirited team. They are not a
pushover as they led UEFA Group I in the qualifiers ahead of Croatia and tough
opponents. Be ready to be wowed.   

TEAM CAPTAIN GUNNARSSON

CAPTAIN: Aron Gunnarsson (Midfielder), Cardiff City 

The experienced midfielder is a true definition of a leader. He is always
ready to step in wherever he is asked to play by his manager as he has
played in the right-back position. He was unfortunate to miss the season
finale for Cardiff because of a knee injury, but he will be ready to play and
lead Iceland at this year’s FIFA World Cup finals. He has played 20 games in
the Championship this season scoring a goal and also providing one for his
teammates. This does not mean that he is not capable of organizing a
strong force around himself in midfield which can frustrate the opponents.
His presence will be needed by his team when they play against Argentina
in the opener.  

COACH: Heimir Hallgrimsson 

Football brings you beautiful success stories now and then. Like who would have
known that the former part-time dentist would soon lead Iceland to their debut
appearances in the most competitive tournaments not just on their continent but
also in the world. Aside from their unpredictable finish at the UEFA Euros 2016
and the qualifiers, there is not much history of achievement for the Icelandic
coach on the national scene. But who says experience is the only recipe for
success? Iceland did it in 2016 with their element of surprise, and they can do it in
2018.  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 1st 
   
Best World Cup finish: None 

2014 finish: Did not qualify 

Qualifying: Topped UEFA Group I ahead of Croatia, Ukraine, and Turkey  

Schedule: Argentina (Saturday, June 16, 10 a.m. EST), Nigeria (Friday, June 22, 11 a.m. EST), Croatia
(Tuesday, June 26, 2 p.m. EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP D

standing at 93.8%. Sometimes it is really hard to think that these numbers
are being achieved by an Icelandic boy who just turned 20. Heimir
Hallgrimsson rewarded his efforts in the 2017/18 season by calling him up to
national team squad that will compete at the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia in
June. Guðmundsson is one for the future, and many football scouts will
undoubtedly have their eyes on him if given a chance to contribute to his
team. 

X-Factor: Gylfi Sigurdsson
(Midfielder), Everton 

An undeniable talent. Gylfi
Sigurdsson represents all the
late bloomers in the football
world who kept working hard to
become better than the average
player. The Iceland man
currently plays for Everton and
was brought in a club record-
breaking £45 million deal in
2017. The 28-year old is a
complete midfielder who can  

Top U23 Player: Albert
Guðmundsson (Winger), PSV
Eindhoven 

The 20-year old is the
youngest player in the current
Iceland squad. He has played
29 matches in total this
season for PSV Eindhoven and
has scored 12 goals in the
process. The winger also
assisted 2 goals in the
Eredivisie. His passing
accuracy is strikingly high  

How will they play?

Iceland uses a rigid formation and defends their lives out when playing with the
caliber of teams in their group. They do not commit numbers forward as much
as Nigeria does on the break but they are intelligent and recognize
opportunities for getting forward whenever they arise. Iceland will be deadly on
set-pieces as long as Sirgudsson is on the team.  

Projected Line-Up

Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Hannes Thor Halldorsson; Birkir Mar
Saevarsson, Ragnar Sigurdsson, Sverrir Ingi Ingason, Hordur Bjorgvin
Magnusson; Aron Gunnarsson, Emil Hallfredsson; Johann Berg
Gudmundsson, Gylfi Sigurdsson, Birkir Bjarnason; Alfred Finnbogason. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Perhaps because they are the surprise team. The first-
ever appearance in the FIFA World Cup by the smallest country in the
competition.  

Why root against them?: They are inexperienced.  

If you’re going to watch one game …The second match, against Croatia on
the 21st of June. Will they have enough to finish ahead of Croatia once more
like they did the qualifiers?  

dictate the tempo, win tackles, instigate attacks, cross the ball as well as
finishing them off. His greatest ability has to be the set-pieces which Iceland will
be relying on if they are to have a chance of making through to the next round.
He suffered a scare early in the year after suffering a knee injury which left his
place in the 23-man squad in doubt. The Icelandic fans had breathed a sigh of
relief when they heard that the player was included in the team to compete in
the competition hosted by Russia. He scored 6 goals and provided 5 in a decent
first season at Everton. Sigurdsson will be pumped up to show his worth at the
tournament and prove the incoming club coach (Marco Silva) that he can be the
go-to man.  
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